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Learning to Kayak
Story and photo by William Blakely
I like to kayak because I have fun doing it, I love being on the
water, and I make new friends who enjoy the same thing as I do. I started to kayak when my friend Greg brought his Duo to the Chattahoochee
River, and took me down in it. A few months after that, my mom and I
joined a kayaking group called Team River Runner, which is a kayaking
group for people with physical disabilities. When my mom and I went up
to Charleston for an adaptive kayaking workshop, we made a c-seat for a
Mamba using foam and duct tape. I used it in a tandem canoe when my
friend Adam Horton also took me down the Chattahoochee River. I'm
gonna be honest, paddling a regular kayak with a physical disability isn't
easy, even when you have a c-seat to help you. In my opinion, a bellyak
is easier to paddle if you have a physical disability. For me, a bellyak is
easier, because it's more comfortable and it's easier to paddle. I like
Team River Runner because there are lots of awesome volunteers and
kayakers just like me. I'm glad that my friend Felicia was able to get
into a kayak with me and enjoyed it, even though she doesn't have a
physical disability, because it made me very happy. EL
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Trip Report: Chattooga Section 3 and 3.5 First Time Paddle
February 7, 2015
Submitted by Debbie Reed

Paddlers included: Jim Tebbel, Lisa Haskell, Robert Fuino,
Brian Meuller, Jay Davis, Mark Holmberg, Alyce Wellons, Kevin Kelly,
Brett Russell, Elizabeth Pinion, Katy Aultman, and myself.
What a great day was had by all in attendance. This was a
special day for me as this trip had been talked about for a good
while before it got planned in relatively short order. Jim Tebble
and I had been discussing the trip, and how I might be able to
make this PFD before I had hip surgery. This trip plan seemed to
go on the back burner for me after the first discussions, but I started thinking about it again. A friend had offered to take me down
but couldn’t due to a changing work schedule, then I got nudged
and the idea evolved within a week into a fully planned trip.
Brett Russell had let me know he would see me down any
time and that got my wheels in motion. I was really missing being
with so many friends and fellow paddlers. Once I had spoken to Jim
to ensure he would be able to go, it seemed to take off and the
trip took on a Iife of its own. I had a bright idea and this trip
became the “Hipster 3.5 Paddle Jam”, a Facebook Group unto itself.
I spoke to Todd about his thoughts on my plan and he graciously
went over the section with me and reminded me of what I should
consider, he asked who was on the trip and thought it would be a
good experience. Keeping my hips flexible was one of the suggestions Todd gave me, and I used that advice fully. I had been
speaking to Mike Winchester with regard to his input and he emphasized my use of a full face helmet, which I borrowed from Carol
Reiser for the day.
Continued on page 2
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Section 3.5, Continued
I was not the only one with a PFD on this day, February
7th but there was also Nicole Keating and Alyce Wellons.
The put-in, being a little complex and my decreased ability
to portage my boat went smoothly as everyone was so
helpful. We got on the river in a very timely fashion as
everyone was ready to go for the sunny but chilly day, the
water incredibly clear and beautiful, though cold. The saga
of my Seals Pro Rand spray skirt came up again, that
being it takes significant help for me to get it on; the first
lucky person for skirt assistance was Robert Fuino, he
gladly helped and in next few minutes, everyone was ready
to go down. My nerves were present as always, after a
few minutes though I had settled down and saw just how
beautiful this trip would be. Jim, Jay and Mark, my instructors from the 2014 Trained Beginner Class were there,
and it was such a nice complement for them to join the
trip. Brett Russell was there as well and he was keeping
his eyes on me too; I had to thank him again for getting
me to step up and give this PFD the best I had to offer.
Lisa is always the bright spot for me as she has seen me
move up and provided so much moral support and guidance as well.
Patty and Jim must have had a competition for the
most play time. I don’t know who won, but they both
gave a good accounting. I had thought about putting in at
Sandy Ford, but since several of our group had never seen
the top section, we put in at Earle’s and paddled the
whole thing. We were on the river 7.5 hours! We scouted
Dick’s Creek ledge, and watched as another group ran
down the middle just to the right of the middle eddy. A
few of our group ran this route, but most of us ran the
old way by driving to the middle eddy, and then turning
left at the bottom. This move proved a little difficult for
some, and we had at least 3 boats wash over the ledge to
the left of the exposed rock in the middle. No swims
though.
The channel to the left of the island above Sandy
is still clogged with trees, so we had to take the rather
bony ledges out in the middle. We boat scouted the Narrows, and of course, Patty and Jim found several more

waves to play. Second Ledge was interesting, as we played follow the
leader, using verbal instructions without scouting. It’s really fun to watch
an apprehensive paddler approach the ledge and begin to paddle frantically, and then disappear to much applause.
The first combat roll was by Jim at Thrift’s and I was there to see
this, it was reinforcing for me to see one of my instructors in action like
this. Everyone was surfing and playing and having a good time and the
pictures by Jay Davis account for this. Lisa Haskell was trying out her
new GoPro and asking for a little “on/off” help while trying her video
capture as she descended. I had my first swim at Eight Ball, Jay had
given me nice support for my line and what I could do if I hit the rock,
try a boof, and I proceeded. I did boof Eight Ball and it got me right
back. Jay had me in his camera sight and the big boof was recorded for
posterity. The feedback I got from those behind me was that I did an
‘epic boof’ and I would say, given the photos, they are pretty darn right.
Jay told me the next day my new river name would be “the Boofinator”,
this will only last for a time. I did a partial self-rescue, I kept my paddle, but the boat only briefly; I got to river right and was helped with
my boat, once again, getting help to put that darn skirt back on. The
real epic feature of the day got three of us swimming at the same time,
we all hit Surfer’s pretty well in chronological order as planned, so it got
folks moving around us quickly. This included myself, Kevin Kelly and
Katy Aultman. The safety that was on the river this day was awesome; as
everyone there planned where we, the ‘first timers’ should be; where they
were going to be, and the order in which we all would go was set out
clearly. The scouting was consistent and the line discussions were always
given in a supportive way and with great encouragement. I can only
attest to my own swim here, but I was able to do a full self-rescue getting to a sand bar toward river right were Jay met me and helped me to
the bank. Katy was on river left by then and Kevin was on the river
right just behind me.
As we approached Bull Sluice, I knew I would walk it since my
skills are not adequate at this point and my arthritic hip declined to
participate. Jim assisted me with getting ready to walk; I was able to get
down the far side of the rocks and he lowered my boat to me. I was
ready and set throw rope safety on the Georgia side of the Sluice and
have an awesome view of everyone going through. Robert Fuino was on
the South Carolina side, right up on Decap Rock with his throw rope
safety set for those going down the left side rapids to the eddy just below
his position. Katy ran the Sluice twice with her first Single Drop going
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Section 3.5, continued
really well, second time down she had a flip, the outcome a
self-rescue.
As we moved along Jim asked me if I wanted to do
Woodall and I realized that I was cold, fatigued and the darn
hip was complaining. Our discussion was shared around and
the plan became that Jim would get out with me before
Woodall and we would go up to the vehicles. Jay Davis led
all the others to the top of Woodall, they took the cheat line
and a series of great photos taken by Jay emerged from their
trip down. Jim and I found our own adventure climbing up
the steep hill to the path going to the parking lot, we did
have some chuckles and at one point I think Jim thought he
would have to winch me up if I was going to make it. It
took us a while to get there, but we did. As we proceeded
along the path, a few hundred yards perhaps, the steps up
from the river appeared and we had a good laugh; that would
have been much easier. At the take out parking lot folks
started converging and it was really nice to see everyone so
satisfied with the trip. Pitching in to help me out yet again,
Kevin Kelly went down to the river with Jim to get the boats
that we left there; Jim came back with mine and Kevin with
Jim’s. A good amount of conversation ensued as folks decided
what they were going to do. Some went straight on home
with longer drives ahead of them and a smaller group of us
decided Mexican in Clayton was what we needed. The group of
us who went to eat included: Elizabeth Pinion, Alyce Wellons,
Katy Aultman, Jim Tebble, Brett Russell, Lisa Haskell along with
myself. It was a lively conversation with good food and company. I was so very thankful for all of them being willing to
see that I got down 3.5 before I have my surgery.
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not even think to look up at trees or rocky banks. The level
this day was 1.45 on the bridge gauge, this being read as we
paddled on by. A gorgeous day we had. The skies were clear, the
temperature warm, and the water cold and clear. I had forgotten
how long this trip is, especially with a lot of players.
The paddlers for section 3.5 were Jim Moore, Dereck
Hunter, Knox Worde, Linda Klein, Rhett Smith, Patty Skinner,
Dennis Hamack, Mike Weems, and me in kayaks, Clay Noble in C1, and Dave Bookstaver in an open canoe.
EL

Open Boater

Photo by Rick Thompson

The spectacular event of the day goes to Knox Worde,
who did a complete ender at Eye of the Needle. He said that
it happened so fast that he didn’t really enjoy it, but we did.
Many others tried, but only one trophy. Bull Sluice is always
impressive. Six of our group had successful runs, Patty and Jim
had great runs of the double drop, and Mike had some trouble, but no swim, Clay, Dave and I took the single slide to the
left of Decap. Dave, making his first attempt at the Bull, was
last seen soaring over the 76 bridge.
The scenery on the Chattooga is amazing and I was
able to enjoy this for a change; just six months ago I could

Jimmy Jones rolling
Photo by Jenny Taylor
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Boofing Clinic
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Story by Mary Mills

I take a lot of private instruction. Starting kayaking not as
young as others, my learning curve is steeper than most. I like to have
a strong foundation of basic skills before I progress to harder rivers. I
have found that one on one instruction makes a huge difference in my
learning and skill development. The instructors tend to focus on exactly
what you need and can pinpoint how to make it happen. The one
thing that has been eluding me is boofing. We all know it is angle,
edging, and stroke timing right? Easy enough until you try to apply
them. Flying over a rock with the paddle over your head really isn’t
boofing. Having speed isn’t as important as executing the correct
techniques. Boofing is skill, switching edges as you go over the drop,
proper stroke timing and what side do you take the last stroke on.
But how do you put all these skills together?
When I heard Michael Taylor from Endless River Adventures
was designing a clinic for boofing, I was intrigued, so I signed up. We
headed to the Ocoee to work on boofing. We warmed up above in the
lake. We started out with edging lake drills to work on switching
edges when you boof. The theory was if we had the movement down
on flat water we could easily transfer the information when boofing. By
the time we started off on the river, I was feeling like I had the
moves down. It was starting to make sense for me. Next up was eddy
catching.
So what does eddy catching have to do with boofing? Everything. Coming into an eddy is a similar movement to boofing. We
practiced boofing into eddies which is something that most ERA instruction include and practice. It is the same move. Just hitting the eddy
line and letting the eddy control and turn you isn’t good technique
You need to boof that eddy line and totally cross it to come in cleanly
so you don’t get that instability that occurs from sitting on the eddy
line. We continued with many edge switching drills and boofing into
eddies as we played down the river.

Next we moved on to waves and getting the timing right
when we passed over them practicing the boof stroke timing and edge
switching. I was amazed at how the boat’s bow kept up and sailed
over the waves, just like boofing a rock. Now I look forward to boofing the waves and seeing how cleanly I can keep my bow up. Another
thing we focused on was what stroke do you need when boofing, is it
upstream, downstream or what? Well the answer is the stroke you
need at the time. The stroke you take depends on the angle you
have when you approach the boof. Sometimes you don’t end up exactly
where you plan and your angle might not be the way you want. Let’s
take the Flipper boof. Ideally you want your last stroke on the right

side of your boat right? Well what if you get messed up on the
approach and you are facing way left when you get there? A right
stroke then would have you landing sideways in the ledge. You
might need a left side stroke then to complete the boof. The focus
on this clinic was how to figure these moves out and have successful
boofs regardless of how your boat ends up on the approach if you
haven’t ever seen them before.
We worked on a few other skills as well, but the focus was
the boof stroke. With continuous practice on eddies, waves, and
rocks, by the time we got to the end I felt like I could finally understand boofing and do it well and my rock boofs actually looked
good. This boofing clinic was great and could be done on any river
and I highly recommend that or other clinics and instruction to fit
EL
your needs.

23RD ANNUAL GCA CHATTOOGA CLEAN-UP
SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 2015
STORY AND PHOTO BY ROGER NOTT
Thank you to our very hard-working volunteers who made
our annual clean-up of GCA's adopted stretch of this most beautiful
river, from Thrift's Ferry to Highway 76 a success. Shown in the
photo below with most of our booty (L to R) are kayakers Bruce
Wood and Jeff and Roxanne Lankford, and the author, who paddled
a Buffalo OC-1. Erica Dechicchis also helped us for about an hour
clean at the parking lot and around the Hwy. 76 bridge before
running Section IV.
We had mostly sunny, HOT weather and plenty of cool, clear
water, which felt good during our frequent, planned immersions. The
low but ample level, 1.41 on the USGS Highway 76 gauge, allowed
Continued on page 5
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Chattooga Clean up, continued
us to reach much of the underwater trash and still enjoy the river's
fine whitewater. We took care to portage our bags of trash before
running Bull Sluice, where Bruce flipped his inflatable kayak attempting
the first ledge of the double drop, where the slot is narrow and the
cross currents tricky at this level. Not to be deterred, he carried back
up and styled the single drop. I chose the safe single drop, but Jeff had
two perfect runs of the double drop, after showy surfs in the hole just
upstream. We were tired when we finally hauled our boatloads of booty
to the Highway 76 parking lot about 6 pm and chose to end our trip
there and enjoy some well-earned refreshment. Thanks also to American
Rivers, who co-sponsored our trip and provided trash bags as part of
their National River Clean-up Program. EL

the Colorado in the Grand Canyon and the Salmon in the West. But
then a couple of years ago I found other interests and boating took a
back seat. I hadn't been in my RPM in a couple of years, but I did 20
hang gliding flights last year. I decided that this year would be the
year I would come back to paddling. I could feel the rust and loss of
timing. Some of my equipment needs replacing. My "dry suit" was 1/3
full of water. But the feel of it and the fun of it came back. Like I
said, it was a great run.
I really took notice of the beauty of this river. It is easy to
think it's just the Chattahoochee. But it's the Chattahoochee! The mountain laurel was in bloom all up and down the river. A turkey vulture
followed us down the river (or did we follow him?). The water looked
clean. I saw a fisherman with a good size fish. The few houses up and
down the river don't look overdone. River houses. I know there were
lots of paddlers on the river. I saw their cars at the take out, but
everyone was spread out and there was no crowding.
Fun day.
The group included Dan, Berry Walker, Jack Taylor, Mike Tyra,
Stewart Peavy, Bill Ryman, Jamie, Kate, Laurie Ford and Peter Elkon.
EL
Thanks, Dan.

Upper Chattahoochee Trip Report

May 3, 2015

By Jack Wissner
It was a special day at a special place.
I met trip leader Dan McIntyre and a great group on a magnificent Spring day. You never know what the weather or water conditions
will be when you make plans for a trip, but this time it was perfect.
Winter was gone and the day was just warm enough to be comfortable.
The cold is gone. Not hot yet. Like I said: perfection.
The Upper Hooch is special to me. The first thing my wife and I
ever did together was paddle the Upper Hooch in my Mad River Explorer.
Stella knew I did whitewater. She wanted to enjoy the outdoors on a
river. We weren't even dating yet. Somewhere we have pictures of that
day in 1980. I will never forget it.
I got to be a decent boater and paddled most of the Southeast,

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.

Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members share
information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and links
to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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Trip Report: Upper Chattahoochee First Time Paddle
January 10, 2015
Submitted by Debbie Reed
This is my first trip report, while eating a warm meal after we
got off the river, Jim Tebbel asked if I would do it, I agreed. Obviously
he did not know how slow I would be. I have reviewed a couple of Jay
Davis’s reports, he writes very well and is a level headed man, I
thought of cut and paste, then I decided against plagiarism, after all he
is a teacher.
I initially was going to do the Paddle Skills Sunday on the
Metro Hooch and had planned on this awhile ago. I have heard folks
talk of this section, Jim had mentioned the trip to me and upon consideration felt today would be the day for the Upper. I started putting
my gear together last evening, organizing and getting the van ready for
the meet up at the Hollywood Theatre Complex. This morning Lisa
Haskel, Jim and I met at 10:30 am. When I arrived and they were
working on putting Lisa’s open boat on Jim’s van. I mentioned, maybe
we should check if the back hatch will open with Lisa’s boat up there
as I needed to put my kayak in the van, the boat had to be adjusted a
little and Jim got my kayak in the van. I am the new boater and
sometimes there are little things that I notice and when on target, they
make me feel a more self-assured. We wasted no time to get the show
onto I-85 heading north to meet up with everyone else at the Upper’s
take out.
The trip though not long was talkative, Jim has a good listening ear and is known to chuckle very well, Lisa and I were normal
bubbly as Jim commanded the Kayak Stallion. We saw cheap gas prices
and Jim mentioned that Racetrack’s was $1.99 and that when we saw a
Kangaroo it would be $1.98. Two minutes later, there it was as he
predicted. A little later we got the Stallion off the road for fuel and
back onto I-985 in short order. When we arrived at the take out some
folks were there and others were pulling in behind us. The paddlers on
this trip included: Rick Keith, Patrick Groover, Jenny Taylor, Elizabeth
Pinion, Brett Russell, Clint Miller, Lisa Haskell, Luba Healy, Nicole Keating, Jim, John Miller and myself. I am not the only one today that had
a PFD, Nicole and Luba had not been down this part of the Hooch
before either. It was cool but not too cold as the sun was high overhead. Marshall Busko was there as well, as he had planned on taking
the trip, but had not been feeling well and decided that he would have
to pass, he put fours boats in his pickup and got them to the put in
before he headed back to Atlanta. We missed having Marshall on the
trip, yet as he has done since I first met him, he pitched in and made
sure that every one else got a good start for the trip before signing
out.
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Lisa helped with me with stats for this report while Jim
headed the Stallion back down to Atlanta after the trip. Jim has a
new device that we tested out on Todd McGinnis once we were back
on the road after eating. This Bluetooth device is called a Go Groove
and enables the vehicle’s radio to sync up with a cell phone so you
can do hand’s free talking through the speaker system or listen to
music from your phone. Todd passed the test and we thanked him
for sharing how well he installed a dishwasher today, keeping him in
good standing at home as he wants to play on the Metro tomorrow.
The Leaf gauge read 343 cfs and the Cornelia gauge read 702 cfs.
Yes, the river was technical and scrapey.
Lisa was the only open boater and had a little bit of a
difficult day. She had been working on outfitting adjustments and
indeed reported that she even had sat in the boat for 90 minutes
the other evening to see if what she did improved things. Apparently
what she did made things unfortunately worse for the trip down
today. Recurring numbness from here knees down led to her not
feeling so great. Later at one point well into the trip, she was on
river right, out of her boat and sitting with her legs in the water to
help them feel better. She said she thought about shedding some
emotion and crying but figured that wouldn’t do any good, she held
the stiff upper lip very well. At the First Ledge though she had
gotten stuck, could not wiggle enough to get herself unstuck and
ended up getting out of her boat and pulling it down. I have seen
a photo of Lisa at that particular point, which is posted now, as
Jenny had a good view of the dilemma and captured it for posterity.
Lisa was not happy, but nevertheless she was as cheerful as she
could be about it.
Jenny Taylor had a good day and mostly was up in the
front of the group today. When she got to Third Ledge, she flipped
and made a successful combat roll. I didn’t see this, but as is the
case, folks started talking about what had occurred and she was all
good. I know that she was colder from being in the water and this
made for both she and Lisa wanting to get down the river a little
more quickly, which they did together.
There was voluntary rolling done by Patrick pretty early on
in the trip. He did this twice and then commented that he didn’t
think that would happen any more and he was cold. I am happy to
report that there were no swims on the river today. Jim has let me
know that he thought I looked like I was diving at Horseshoe Falls, I
report I was smiling while diving, as I got through the hole that I
was trying to avoid.
Continued on page 7
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Upper Hooch, continued
The ice on the river was beautiful and copious, the shadowed
sides allowed many ice formations to remain through the day. I know
there will be photos of many of these up soon. I don’t take many
photos while I am boating, so I am happy that others do and that is
a great thing so we can then be reminded of what was on the river
and how we looked at times. I saw a bubble of ice that was hanging
from wood and I don’t know the physics of how it developed but it
was unique. There were some icicles over three feet long and several
inches in diameter that I spotted Clint Miller taking photos of, comments were made that nobody should Jones them. Hmm? Where the
ice had formed just over the river along the grasses and branches
looked like they were flowing, the current had made their lines variable and looking like they were alive. You don’t see this in the warmer
months and it was all so very beautiful. The closer we got to the end
of the trip the cooler it was getting and myself, I had some leakage in
my wrist gaskets that got me a little chillier than I expected.
What a nice trip it turned out to be, there were no swims to
be reported. Lisa’s boat and the outfitting malfunction was the worst
case scenario for the day, I know she is going to rework it and make
sure the next time all is comfy. It was a wonderful PFD for me, Luba
and Nicole. Thanks to everyone for being such a great team. EL

TRIP REPORT - GCA Recreational Kayak Class
May 30, 2015 by Jim Tebbel
Seven new members took to the water of the Metro Hooch on Saturday,
May 30 for our Recreational Kayak Class, led by Marshall Busko.
We started at Johnson Ferry, where we talked about safety and worked
on strokes while making our way down the flatwater to Cochran Shoals.
We had a mix of new boats, touring boats, cross-over, pure rec boat
with bathtub sized cockpits, and even a couple of old-school whitewater
boats like the CrossFire and ProLine.
For several, this was their first time in their kayaks. Everyone
did very well and were getting their strokes down by the end of the day.
Our lunch stop was at Powers Island, where we got to see some of the
fun of the new NOC Chattahoochee Outpost with their grand opening.
Who knew they would have King of Pops! It was a
Great class all around. Congratulations to Joseph Herzer, Katie Herzer,
Theresa Tronolone, Barcia Chasteen, Angela Sauve, Lee Ann Bellon, and
EL
Rette Ledbetter!

Does the boat really matter?
By Mary Mills
Does the boat make you a better paddler? Does the boat really matter or
is it really just a piece of plastic that with proper skill you should be able
to kayak any boat that fits you well?
Well I have been paddling the Recon almost exclusively lately and I think it
is a great boat, probably my favorite boat I’ve every paddled. Because I
like it so much and feel so good in it I tend to paddle that exclusively. It
does everything well for me. I have paddled many boats over the years
from playboats, to river runners, to old school and full on creek boats.
Every boat has their advantages and disadvantages for sure and things they
do better than others. There is no such thing as a perfect boat. So should
you stick with one or go with paddling many different boats? Which makes
you a “better” paddler? Does it matter? Is the boat that important?
For some reason I had it in my head that the boat made a huge difference
in how well I kayak. I convinced myself that I could only paddle a Recon
well, because it’s such an awesome boat. I started to believe that the boat
made me the good paddler, not my skills. I had signed up for a day of
instruction with Juliet at ERA and had planned on taking my Recon, the
boat I roll best and paddle best. After talking with Juliet, we decided to
take the Diesel to the Ocoee. She was trying to tell me that good technique
is good technique and it transfers from boat to boat, it isn’t the boat, it’s
the skills of the paddler paddling the boat. A good paddler can paddle any
boat that fits them well. I needed that confidence in my own abilities, not
in the boat. And then there is rolling. As in most things in kayaking, rolling
is mental. If you believe you can roll the boat, then you are going to have
a much better chance of making the roll. And some of us get it in our
heads that we can only roll one boat well.
So we did warm up above the dam for a while before we started
out. Juliet tweaked 2 minor things and my roll was perfect on both sides
in the lake, rolling set up, not set up etc. She does these drills where she
holds the nose of the boat and I don’t know what side she is going to flip
me to, then I have to set up on that side and roll. Often when I make it
up, I’m over again to one side or the other. I find this drill very helpful.
Since I always roll to the side I flip to, I get practice and muscle memory
for both side rolling. We spent extensive amount of time rolling at Staging
eddy in the current, taking our time and fine tuning technique. One thing
since I learned to roll at ERA is that I don’t have a side preference when
rolling. They teach both sides and directional rolling. So I always set up to
the side I flip too and never set up to the same side twice. This is something they drill into you until I never even notice what side I set up to.
After a while I was rolling fine.
Continued on page 8
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Does the Boat Matter? continued

WHITEWATER WARRIORS AND WARRIORETTES WEEKEND

By the end of the day, I was feeling like I could paddle any boat well
again. We were rolling in current above Accelerator and some guy paddled
by and told me “wow, that is perfect technique on your roll on both sides.”
That made me feel great. Then eddy catching in Accelerator I got to put
that roll to use and rolled up cleanly on my first try at the top of the
rapid.

By Chief Silver Fish (aka Jack Taylor)
This is the first smoke signal for the annual "Whitewater Warriors and Warriorettes Weekend" (WWW) on the Tuckaseegee and
Nantahala Rivers on August 15-16, 2015. WWW will camp as a “War
Party” at the Smoky Mountain Meadows Campground on Friday night
August 14 and Saturday night August 15. Please make your own reservations at SMMC, 828-488-3672 and ask for campsites 43-50 (if you prefer
other sites that's fine).

So if you can roll one boat, then you can roll every other boat.
If you have good technique then the boat will come up. Sure, some boats
let you cheat a bit on the rolling, but in the end if your technique is good
and you fit in the boat well, then you can roll it. I find that when I am
worried about rolling a boat, I rush the roll and don’t take my time to get
to set up before I execute the roll, then I blame the boat. Having confidence will help with your roll. So rolling often will also help. I often peel
out of eddies and roll when running the river often right in front of rapids
and places like below Tablesaw to practice those more stressful rolls. Something that Juliet models and encourages and rolls with me as well.
As always the mental aspects of kayaking are important. I often have people
ask me, should I paddle one boat or more? What about playboats? I think
the more boats you get in the better your skill will be. They need to fit
you well and be outfitted well obviously, but I think the more you playboat
and get upside down the more comfortable you are with rolling. The more
different boats you paddle the more you rely on your skill and not the
boat. Then you will realize that you are a good paddler and your technique
is what makes you good, not the piece of plastic you are sitting in. EL

A “Scouting Party” will go to dinner in Bryson City both nights. “Powwows” will occur at SMMC for those braves and bravettes who prefer to
have dinner there so they can get to the firewater quicker. Campfires
will blaze both nights. Bring some firewood if you can. Chief Silver Wolf
(Brannen Proctor) will be the lead campfire tender.
“Raiding Parties” will paddle both the Tuckaseegee (trip coordinators
needed) and Nantahala Rivers (trip coordinators needed) on Saturday
August 15 and Sunday August 16.
Please send an email to me, Chief Silver Fish, or call 770-998-0350 (just
so we have an idea who is coming) to join this WWW Weekend. If you
cannot camp, but want to paddle, give me a call shortly before the
event to learn the meeting places and times. Last year's WWW Weekend
succeeded and fun was had by all.
May you be mooned by a pretty full moon.

Photo and logo design by Stephen Walker

EL
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NANTAHALA GAMES/SOUTHEASTERNS,
STORY AND PHOTOS BY ROGER NOTT
On the weekend of June 27-28, 2015, the Nantahala Racing Club hosted its 2015 Nantahala Games, this year’s incarnation
of the Canoe Club Challenge, which the NRC has sponsored since
2010. It consisted of competitions in Slalom and Freestyle on Saturday and GCA’s 47th Annual Southeastern U. S. Wildwater Championships on Sunday morning. The GCA had won the competition four
years in a row and was keen to win the Mamba 8.1 kayak donated
by Dagger.
But the NRC had other ideas and sported some top racers. On Saturday morning the GCA pulled to a 44-39 lead after
the slalom races, thanks to wins by Gabriella Schlidt in OC-1W and
by Gaby and Allen Hedden in OC-2. Allen came in second and
GCA's John Pinyerd third in OC-1, behind former 1996 Canoe Slalom Olympian Wayne Dickert, who also came in second in K-1 to
NRC athlete Micajah McCurry. Micajah also won the C-1 class, in
which GCA's John Pinyerd and Roger Nott were second and
third. NRC’s Cathrine Hardman edged out teammate Amry Szymanski in the K-1W slalom.

The GCA dropped the ball by entering no one in the Freestyle, where NRC earned 35 points, thanks to wins by McCurry in C
-1 and K-1 and Hardman in K-1W. Thus, the GCA had to overcome
a 30 point deficit in Sunday's 8 mile Wildwater race. The water
was not high, so we knew there would be no record times. Twotime Masters World Champion John Pinyerd, our GCA 2015 Racemaster, got us off to a good start posting the day’s fastest time
(56:35) in C-1 and earning the Charlie Patton Award. This was the
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first time that a solo Canadian canoeist had beaten all the kayakers. However, NRC’s race coordinator Chris Hipgrave earned the Fastest
Kayak Award (57:18) with NRC’s Chris Osment eleven seconds behind, both in
wildwater racers. GCA’s David Asbell came in third of the 18 K-1 entries
and first among those paddling rec boats, in a blazing 59:34. Chris’ daughter Ellen Osment was first in the eight-boat K-1W class and earned the 2015
Julie Wilson Award. Allen and Gaby again won the OC-2 class, in 1:05:14,
and thus were repeat winners of the 2015 Ramone Eaton Award.
For me the highlight of the day was the return to competition of
80 year-old GCA founding and life member Payson Kennedy. Payson was the
GCA’s President in 1969 when the first Southeastern race was held. That
year he made the slalom gates and raced well. That race was headed by
GCA co-founder Horace Holden, who with Payson and Aurelia Kennedy founded the NOC in 1972. Payson confided before the race that he had only
been in a canoe once this year and feared he might be off his game. Not
to worry! By the time he reached in 1:05:51 the finish at Founders’ Bridge,
Payson led the seven-boat OC-1 field, adding to his long list of Southeasterns
wins. Roger Nott earned the second place points for GCA in 1:06:15. CCC’s
Peter Blanc was third in 1:10:52.
Thanks to all our GCA racers who earned participation points by
competing in the slalom and/or wildwater races. These also included James
Bonner, Scott Cole, Michael Collins, John Holly, William Lacik, Carol Reiser,
Paul Smith, and David Young. Wildwater starter and timer Todd McGinnis,
Carol Reiser, and perhaps others earned volunteer points for the club and
thus helped make the weekend a great success. And how did it turn out?
NRC edged us out 110 to 92. The Carolina Canoe Club had the most entries,
29 to GCA’s 22, and took third with 53 points. River of Life, Huntsville
Canoe Club and Tennessee Valley Canoe Club members also competed. The
GCA, won a new kayak paddle, generously donated by Adventure Technologies. This may be raffled at the club Christmas party, with all race particiEL
pants and volunteers earning tickets.
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Exploration Trip Report: Lower Scott Creek
By Roger Nott
After racing in GCA’s 47th Annual Southeastern US Wildwater
Championships on June 28, 2015; waiting 3 hours for the Awards
Ceremony; and then learning that GCA had been nosed out for first
place; I was looking for something to paddle to lift my spirits.
I was unable to recruit a paddling buddy at almost 4 p.m. on
this, a Sunday afternoon, so I headed east to Dillsboro to check out
Scott Creek, about which I had wondered for 40 years but never
paddled. I knew that Chris Hipgrave had run an upper section in the
National Forest near Sylva, NC, years earlier and had found it
sporty. I have never seen a comprehensive report on the stream in
any guidebook, other than Benner’s note that it had been very polluted but might be fun if it ever got cleaned up. The AW Database
lists a high-water, “Class III-IV (V)” 2-mile section of “Scotts” Creek,
from Willets-Ochre Hill to Addie, in the stream’s headwaters but mentions little else and nothing about the lower section near its confluence with the Tuckasegee at Dillsboro.
There had been a little rain in the area in the prior few days, so
I was hopeful that there might be enough water. I drove to the old
put-in park for the Tuck Gorge, where Scott Creek enters on river
right, just downstream of the old Dillsboro dam site. I sadly paid my
respects at my friend Ed Green’s memorial there overlooking the two
streams. Ed was an active GCA member who died after being pinned
in his kayak under wood in Crack-in-the-Rock on Raven Fork at
Christmas time in 1998. He loved paddling and his friends, and I
dedicated my trip to him.
The last 200 yards of the creek were visible from the park and
its access road under US 441 and showed me that the creek would
be low and technical but not scrapey for my flat-bottomed 16’ Buffalo
Canoe. Along this road the class I-II rapids were pretty continuous
and looked like fun but not dangerous to paddle alone. My guess is
that the flow was just under 100 cfs., enough to cover this rocky,
narrow stream whose banks perhaps averaged about 40 feet apart.
There is no gauge on Scott Creek, but the nearby Oconaluftee gauge
at Birdtown registered 322 cfs.
I drove east along the river, stopping to check the flow and
conditions several times before deciding to put in about 3 miles upstream of the Tuck confluence, near the junction of US Highway 23
Business and NC 107, just downstream of Cope Creek. I got permission at a vegetable and plant stand there from the operator, who
offered to look after my car and this C-1 atop it. His grandson and
a friend were fishing there and told me they had never seen anyone
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paddling Scott Creek. Its waters were clear and inviting, and it was after
5 p.m. and I was anxious to experience this new stream.
I was not disappointed. I already knew that these 3 miles of Scott
Creek flowed through an urban, industrial area of Sylva and near many
homes. Many of these I discovered were modest frame structures and
mobile homes but all were well kept. Actually the stream was heavily
shaded, so that nearby intensive development was seldom intrusive. Several
times in the first mile open-air decks of restaurants, beer gardens, and
winery outlets in old downtown Sylva backed up to the creek, and quite of
few of their patrons appeared startled and waved as I floated by. Thereafter the riverbanks became more remote and heavily forested until close to
the take-out. Nevertheless, developed areas were never far off and I floated
under 11 bridges and 2 overhead pipes in 3 miles.
I had a delightful time. I estimate the average gradient to be about
35 feet per mile. This narrow, winding stream’s class I-II rapids were quite
continuous, and there was never a time when the next shoals were not in
view ahead. In many places the rapids required my continual attention
and demanded precise maneuvering through often complex routes, but all
but one could be negotiated cleanly. The one exception was just after the
second railroad bridge, which is just past Hometown Place Road bridge and
park. Washed out bridge piers there have left large boulders scattered
throughout the bed, and there was no navigable channel at this day’s low
water. However, lining was easy and took only a minute. At one sheer,
river-wide ledge about halfway through the run the flow dropped four feet
into what this day was an innocuous pool. At higher water there might be
a strong reversal.
I took a leisurely pace, enjoyed myself thoroughly, and returned to the
Tuck confluence at Dillsboro in about an hour. I planned to walk or hitchhike the two miles east along Highway 107 to my car but was offered and
given a ride there by a generous local whose two grandsons had just finished fishing in the clear, cool waters of Scott Creek. A sign at one of the
bridges posted the current turbidity of the creek. Apparently locals have
taken pains to improve its water quality. I appreciated their efforts. EL
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Vaishali Vasant on Lesser Wesser
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photo by Rick Thompson

Intro to Whitewater Class, Hiawassee River
photo by Deborah Webb

Photo by Rick Thompson

Nantahala Games
Photos by Paul Smith
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
Aug 14-16 - Whitewater Warrior and Warriorettes Weekend - trips on the Nanty and Tuckasegee
Aug 29-30 - Beginner Whitewater Canoe - Bryson City, NC area
Sept 5-6 - Hiawassee River paddle. Contact Brannen Proctor Phone: 770.664.7384 Email: bproctor@mindspring.com
Sept 18 - 20 GCA Fall Gala
Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at http://www.gapaddle.com. For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com.
EL

Photo submitted by Patrick Groover

Photo by Rick Thompson

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Call Cruisemaster Robert Iseley at 678-325-8630. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all types of trips,
from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate
a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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Working on Important and Overlooked Skills
Story by Mary Mills

It always irritates me when people say the Nantahala is boring.
You clearly haven’t paddled it with me. There is a rush lately to get to
the next river without really taking the time to get a good skill set down.
So let’s take some basic skills you should be working on especially when
on a river you think is a bit easy for you.
Backwards work: Backwards eddy catching, peel outs and ferries.
So you are the expert at eddy catching, peel outs and ferries, but
can you do all those skills backwards? You should be able to. Again
when I take instruction with ERA this is something that we work on
constantly. Now I am just as comfortable catching an eddy backwards as
forwards.
So when you are on an easier river, try to do all the ferries
backwards. Can you do backwards peel outs? What about without being
“shaky”? Places like the Ledges, Surfers, and the wash out from all those
great Nanty Rapids are the perfect place to work on these skills. Catch
eddies backwards, back surf on Surfing rapid, work on coming out of
eddies backwards and make good ferries. This will help you with your
forward work as well since you will get a better feel for the water and
how the dynamics of boat control and the water work. Remember you are
in control of the boat, don’t let the water control you.
Holes:
I spend a lot of time in holes on purpose. This way when I get
in one accidently I know what to do to get out safely. One of the best
places to get a feel for holes is Rockstar Spin Hole below Double Suck. It

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT
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has taken me years of practice there to do the no paddle spin in
my Diesel and my Recon. It takes edge control and great posture
to get that boat to flat spin well. It shouldn’t be a muscle thing,
but finesse. I have gotten 5 consecutive clean spins in the Recon
without using a paddle there. It is a skill that is worth spending
the time on.
I was doing the attainment at Gonzo Shoals and got a bit
too close to the ledge and was stuck tight. Anyone who has done
that knows where I’m talking about. Took me quite a while to
work my way out, it is really sticky. I finally did a flat spin and
then worked my way down without flipping. Because I spend some
time in holes, spinning around and side surfing, now when I drop
in a hole, I am less likely to panic. I understand the control it
takes to stay upright and to work my way out safely. I also try to
practice rolling in holes. I go to Tuck Town and roll in Devils Dip,
the Nantahala Freestyle wave is a safe big wave to work on rolling
as well.
The Double Suck hole gets a lot of flak, and while I wouldn’t purposely go play around in there, it isn’t terminal and you can
get out of them if you know how, yes it is shallow, but sometimes
you can’t pick the hole you find yourself in. I was with Juliet and
we were working on the Hairy Ferry above the holes. I missed 5
times and fell into the hole for an epic surf each time. I got out
in the boat every time without swimming. We had worked on
easier holes before. Don’t like holes? Get in them, then you will
understand them and figure them out better. Start smaller and
work your way up. Then when you find yourself in an unplanned
hole, you can be calm and think about getting yourself out without
a swim.
Continued on page 14

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf for-

Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces
back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated
email address.

mat. To subscribe, contact Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734 or
heloeddy@mindspring.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta,
GA 30357.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: the_eddyline@yahoo.com.

When the GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an email to you
on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve
software. If your email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with
your new address.

Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).
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Skills, continued
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Tellico River and Combat Roll Clinic
photos by Jay Davis July 2015

Rolling on both sides
Technically there isn’t such a thing as an ”off-side“ roll in
the kayak. The paddle is the same on both sides and the boat is
symmetrical. You just haven’t bothered to learn the roll on the
other side. It isn’t any harder. Yes it takes some time, but it’s worth
the extra work. Remember how weird it felt when you were learning
the roll on your main side? Well of course it will feel odd on the
other till you figure it out. Using the term “off-side” to me implies
that there is something different or wrong about the other side and
there isn’t. It is a term that I think sets you up for failure in your
head because there is something “off” about that role. It isn’t a bit
harder than the other side and with practice you won’t even have a
side preference any more. Word choice is important and it isn’t an
off side roll. It is the roll on the side you just haven’t spent the
time to master. When I practice rolling I do sets, one on each side
every time.
Directional rolling is what it sounds like. You always set up
to the side you flip to and you never set up on the same side twice.
So what is the purpose of this? Well one you always have momentum to help you with your roll and you are always using the current
to help you. Let’s look at Nantahala Falls. On the traditional leftright line, if you flip, most of the time you are flipping to your right
side. Now if you try what most of you call an onside roll, what I call
a right roll because your right hand is at the top, you are trying to
roll into the wave and hole, not impossible, but difficult. Yes, you can
wait a second till you pass, but if you did a left roll where the left
hand is on the top, what most people call an off side roll, the roll is
almost automatic since the wave is helping you roll up. Everyone
wants to improve their skills. If your right roll is down pat, why not
work on your left?
When I’m on easier rivers for me, then I try to work on
these skills so when I’m on something more difficult then I am ready
for them. So next time you go out, try backwards work, get in some
holes, and work on that left roll so that you don’t even notice what
side of the boat you roll up on any more. EL

Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

The Eddy Line, © 2015, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060
Pharr Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 7023
Atlanta, Georgia 30357
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

